THE IMMENSELY INFLATED NEWS AUDIENCE: ASSESSING BIAS IN SELF-REPORTED NEWS EXPOSURE
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Abstract Many studies of media effects use self-reported news exposure as their key independent variable without establishing its validity. Motivated by anecdotal evidence that people’s reports of their own media use can differ considerably from independent assessments, this study examines systematically the accuracy of survey-based self-reports of news exposure. I compare survey estimates to Nielsen estimates, which do not rely on self-reports. Results show severe overreporting of news exposure. Survey estimates of network news exposure follow trends in Nielsen ratings relatively well, but exaggerate exposure by a factor of 3 on average and as much as eightfold for some demographics. It follows that apparent media effects may arise not because of differences in exposure, but because of unknown differences in the accuracy of reporting exposure.

How much and what kind of news people watch matters, according to the very large literature on media effects. Exposure to political information is thought to influence how much people know about politics, how they feel and think about politics, and whether they participate in politics. Although other factors, such as attention during exposure (Chaffee and Schleuder 1986; Chang and Krosnick 2002), may condition the effect of political messages, the causal chain starts with exposure, and exposure appears to be consequential even when media users pay little attention (Krugman and Hartley 1970; Zukin and Snyder 1984). The large majority of research into media effects relies on self-reported exposure. Yet, there is evidence to doubt the validity of these self-reports. Several studies show differences between frequency reports, time diary entries, and direct observation of media users (Bechtel, Achepohl, and Akers 1972; Robinson 1985; Papper, Holmes, and Popovich 2004). In one study, for example, 35 percent of the respondents reported listening to NPR, while Arbitron
ratings suggested that only 6 percent of the population did so (Price and Zaller 1993).

Self-reports of many nonpolitical behaviors are also known to be biased. Americans overreport ATM withdrawals (Burton and Blair 1991) and church attendance (Hadaway, Marler, and Chaves 1993, 1998; Presser and Stinson 1998). Soccer players overreport how often they head the ball (Rutherford and Fernie 2005). And either men overreport the number of their sex partners, or women underreport it (Brown and Sinclair 1999).

Considering the prominence of self-reported news exposure in public opinion research, the lack of validation despite these warning signals is troubling. This article reports a systematic validation of self-reported news exposure against an independent benchmark, audience ratings. I assess the extent of overreporting in self-reported exposure to evening network news by comparing survey estimates to Nielsen estimates. I then determine if we can treat reporting errors as random (and therefore relatively benign) by comparing overreporting in different demographic groups. Finally, I discuss the threat invalid self-reports pose for survey-based studies that use news exposure as independent and dependent variables.

Method and Data

Survey methodologists have developed a model that specifies what respondents do when they answer a survey question about the frequency of their past behavior (for different versions of the model, see Schwarz 1999; Tourangeau, Rips, and Rasinski 2000; Schwarz and Oyserman 2001). According to this model, respondents have to (1) understand the question, (2) recall the relevant behavior, (3) estimate the frequency of the relevant behavior, (4) map the frequency onto the response alternatives, and (5) report either their candid answer or a socially desirable answer. Self-reports of news exposure can go awry at any of the stages in the five-step model.

The purpose of this study is to assess the magnitude of the total response error by comparing survey estimates of news audiences to estimates collected by Nielsen Media Research. I use national Nielsen ratings measured by “people meters,” the company’s technology to monitor television viewing in a random sample of U.S. households. During the period examined in this study, its sample consisted of about 5,000 households. In those households, each television set is attached to a meter and household members indicate the beginning and end of their viewing by pushing a button.1 The biggest advantage of Nielsen’s people meter is that household-level data are not confounded by incomplete recall.

1. Nielsen estimates use poststratification weights to match the Current Population Survey on a number of demographic dimensions, including age, gender, race/ethnicity, and education.
flawed estimation, or social desirability biases because television viewing is recorded automatically.²

The main source of survey data for this study is the National Annenberg Election Survey (NAES) 2000 (Romer et al. 2004). The NAES was conducted as a rolling cross-sectional design (see Johnston and Brady 2002) and produced independent daily random samples of U.S. residents 18 and older for the entire year 2000.³ Throughout the year, the 2000 NAES asked respondents:

How many days in the past week did you watch the national network news on TV—by national news, I mean Peter Jennings on ABC, Dan Rather on CBS, Tom Brokaw on NBC, Fox News or UPN News?

This question is not as clear as it could be because it refers to “Fox News” and UPN News. Neither the Fox broadcast network nor UPN have national news programs. The mention of “Fox News” might invite respondents to report cable instead of network news exposure. The American National Election Study (ANES) used a more precise question. A comparison between NAES and ANES yields no statistical differences for the period in which both studies overlapped in 2000, suggesting that respondents understood the NAES question as referring to network news exposure.⁴,⁵

To compare survey self-reports and Nielsen estimates, I divide responses to the NAES question by 7 and use the average of respondents’ scores to calculate the expected daily network news audience. For example, a respondent who reported watching network news on seven days in the “past week” had a 1.0 probability of watching each day of the week before the interview. A respondent who reported two days of exposure had a 2 in 7 (≈.29) probability of watching each day. If the sample consisted of just these two respondents, the average respondent’s probability of watching the news on a given day in the “past week”

2. Although I consider people meter data more accurate than self-reports, they, too, are estimates with both random and systematic errors (see, e.g., Napoli 2003, pp. 71–95). The accuracy of household estimates based on people meters still depends on the quality of the viewer sample. Although even person-level Nielsen data are unlikely to suffer from social desirability bias or systematic memory error, they are not without measurement error, and the quality of the sample is difficult to evaluate independently without more information about the company’s data collection (see Milavsky 1992).
3. The AAPOR 4 response rate for the NAES was 31 percent (Romer et al. 2004, p. 15). The sample is weighted to adjust for the number of adults and the number of phone lines in the household and to match CPS distributions of race, hispanicity, age, sex, and education.
4. In its pre-election survey (conducted between September 5 and November 6), the ANES asked respondents, “How many days in the past week did you watch the national network news on TV?” The weighted mean response was 3.19 with a standard deviation of 2.80. For NAES interviews conducted in the same period, the weighted mean was 3.06 with a standard deviation of 2.66.
5. Chang and Krosnick (2002) have recently argued that asking about news exposure in a “typical week” is a more valid measure of exposure than the “past week” question when the goal is to measure habitual news exposure. The “typical week” question produces even higher estimates of national news exposure (Price 1993).
would be \((1.0 + .29)/2 = .645\). This implies an average daily news audience for that week of 64 percent of the population. For each daily sample, I average across all respondents and aggregate the daily estimates to generate weekly averages. Multiplying these percentage estimates by the voting-age population in 2000 produces survey-based estimates of the daily network news audience (averaged by week).

These survey estimates can be compared to Nielsen estimates of the network news audience. For each network news program, Nielsen measures the average and the total audience. The former refers to the average audience per minute, while the latter counts everyone who watched at least some portion of the program. If all news viewers watched the entire newscast, average and total audience would be the same. The precise equivalent to the survey estimate is the total audience for the three network newscasts. This is different from the sum of the total audiences for each of the three newscasts because a viewer may watch a portion of two or three nightly newscasts. While Nielsen could calculate the daily total network news audience, it does not report this quantity.

The following analysis uses weekly averages of the average weekday audience for the ABC, CBS, and NBC evening newscasts in 2000 (measured in number of viewers\(^6\)). Because this measure counts viewers only in proportion to the portion of the newscast they watched, it underestimates the total weekday audience. But it also misses weekend viewing, which is lower than weekday viewing. These two biases thus work in opposite directions. In the appendix, I present analyses using alternative Nielsen measures to evaluate the magnitude of the distortion caused by these biases. Even analyses using alternative measures support the same substantive conclusions regarding overreporting of news exposure.

**Results**

The top graph in figure 1 compares survey estimates and Nielsen estimates of the nightly news audience in the year 2000. The survey estimates vastly overstate the size of the network news audience. According to Nielsen, between 30 and 35 million people watched the nightly news on an average weekday. Based on NAES self-reports, that number is between 85 and 110 million for most of the year.

\(^6\) Viewer statistics used here refer to persons 2 and older. The comparison between Nielsen and the NAES is therefore conservative because estimates of overreporting would be higher if viewers between 2 and 17 could be excluded from the Nielsen estimate. Approximately 5 percent of weekday network news viewers were between 2 and 17 in 2000 according to monthly data, which would generate an average overreport factor of 3.4 instead of the 3.2 based on the data in figure 1.
Figure 1. The Network News Audience in 2000. (Top) Average Daily Network News Audience (Same Scale). (Bottom) Average Daily Network News Audience (Different Scales). Nielsen data show the combined daily average audience for ABC, CBS, and NBC nightly news (weekly averages, Monday to Friday). Trend lines are generated using locally weighted regression on time with a bandwidth of .1.

The NAES estimates also vary more than Nielsen estimates. The OLS regression equation for their relationship (with standard errors in parentheses) is

\[
\text{News Audience}_{\text{NAES}} = 43.7 + 1.7 \times \text{News Audience}_{\text{Nielsen}}. \\
(7.2) \quad (0.3)
\]

A one-percentage point increase in the Nielsen audience corresponds to a larger, 1.7-point increase in the self-reported audience. If the relationship
between the two aggregate measures were in fact linear, the intercept would imply that 43.7 percent of Americans report watching the news even when Nielsen estimates that nobody does.

In the bottom graph in figure 1, the two estimates are plotted on different scales so that the NAES scale is contracted three times more than the Nielsen scale. Deflated by a factor of 3, the survey-based estimates mirror the Nielsen trend quite closely. According to both series, news exposure increases by almost a quarter between the late summer and the month of the election. Yet, over the course of the entire year, Nielsen estimates drop considerably more steeply than the NAES estimates. News audiences are generally higher in the winter months. Survey-based estimates do not reflect the full extent of this regularity.

Failure by Nielsen panelists to sign in when they watch the news does not explain the mismatch between surveys and Nielsen estimates. Even in single-member households, where all viewing is recorded automatically without signing in, overreporting was considerable (average overreport factor of 2.6; see below for details).

The severe inflation of survey-based estimates of regular news exposure appears to have little to do with sampling problems or the design of the survey. Even though NAES and ANES used different sampling procedures and asked different questions about network news exposure in 2000, the difference between the survey marginals was not statistically significant, as noted in footnote 4.7

### Individual Differences in Overreporting

It is critical to realize that the overreporting observed in figure 1 cannot be constant across respondents. By definition, those who report no news exposure at all do not overreport. Similarly, respondents who in fact watched the maximum number of newscasts cannot inflate their self-reports (Zaller 2002, pp. 311–13). With average overreporting by a factor of 3, even respondents who watch somewhat less than the maximum cannot overreport to the same extent as infrequent viewers. It follows that infrequent viewers overreport by a factor considerably greater than 3.8

To examine directly if some people overreport more than others, I use Nielsen’s *National Audience Demographics Report*, which reports monthly ratings disaggregated by gender, age, region of the country, and several other

---

7. Respondents in the 2000 ANES were randomly assigned to be interviewed by phone or in person. Average news exposure was 3.13 days for in-person interviews and 3.26 days for phone interviews ($r [1800] = .97$, n.s.). Chi-square tests for the two distributions did not indicate statistically significant differences either.

8. One explanation might be that for many of those who watch the news a few days per week, network news exposure is an irregular behavior, which is overreported more often (Schwarz and Oyserman 2001).
Figure 2. Self-Report Inflation, by Demographic Characteristics of the Respondent. (Top) By Income and Presence of Children in the Household. (Bottom) By Age.
attributes. Most of these attributes are assessed in the NAES, making it possible to compare Nielsen estimates and survey estimates for subpopulations. I calculate the extent of overreporting in each available subgroup by dividing the survey estimate by the Nielsen estimate. The solid line in the top panel in figure 2 shows the average overreport factor for the voting-age population as a whole, already known to be about 3.

The other lines in the top panel indicate the monthly self-report inflation for two demographic groups which display higher levels of overreporting, viewers in households with yearly incomes over $75,000 and viewers in households with children. Average self-reports in these two groups are, respectively, 4.5 and 5.5 times higher than corresponding Nielsen estimates. The bottom panel in figure 2 shows self-report inflation in different age groups. Of all the categories assessed by Nielsen, age is the demographic attribute that reveals the greatest variation in the extent of overreporting. Among people between 18 and 34, the overreport factor exceeds 8. According to Nielsen estimates, less than 5 percent of them watch the network news on an average weekday. Yet, in the NAES, about 35 percent in this age group reported exposure. Older Americans overreport the least. But even the self-reports of people 55 and older are still twice as high as Nielsen estimates for this age group.

Some demographic attributes are not related to the extent of overreporting. Men are only slightly more likely to overreport than women. Overreporting is only marginally higher in cable households. It does not differ by region of the country.

Conclusion

Survey-based estimates of network news viewing were on average three times as high as Nielsen estimates in 2000 and up to eight times as high in some demographic subgroups. Over the course of the year, average overreporting was relatively stable. This is consistent with the observed stability in self-reported exposure to regularly available news (e.g., Price 1993). Yet this indication of measurement reliability must not be confused with validity. In fact, “[o]verreport bias can... hide the damage it does behind exaggerated reliability estimates” (Zaller 2002, p. 313). Self-reports of regular news exposure are reliable measures of how much news people think they watch. As measures of people’s actual news exposure, they lack validity. This casts doubt on studies of media effects and audience behavior that treat self-reports as measures of actual exposure.

9. To keep this part of the analysis parallel to the data presented in figure 1, I use Monday to Friday ratings to calculate self-report inflation in different subpopulations. Using Monday to Sunday ratings instead would increase inflation estimates and subgroup differences in those estimates slightly.
If respondents made random mistakes in their reports of news exposure, analyses of media effects could statistically account for measurement error (Allen 1981; Bartels 1993). Even if all respondents overestimated their media use to the same extent, exposure measures would still distinguish heavily exposed from lightly exposed respondents. Yet, this analysis shows that both assumptions are false for network news exposure as measured in the NAES or the ANES. It would be prudent not to make them reflexively for other exposure measures either.

Individual differences in self-report inflation imply that the news exposure scale examined here is not comparable across respondents. Results indicate that the average respondent over 55 who reports “3 days” of news exposure has most likely watched more newscasts than the average respondent under 35 who reports “5 days” of exposure. When self-reported news exposure is the dependent variable, greater overreporting among younger respondents would lead to an underestimate of the relationship between age and network news exposure. Ostensible effects of news exposure as an independent variable could in fact be age effects. (For a formal demonstration of distortions that can result when survey respondents interpret the same scale differently, see Brady 1986.) More generally, apparent media effects may arise not because of differences in exposure, but because of differences in the accuracy of reporting exposure.

Although statistical analysis can correct for known individual differences in overreporting, it is not possible to check for many of the most plausible correlates of overreporting. Turnout validation studies show that more educated and more politically involved respondents are more likely to overreport turnout and other forms of political participation (Presser 1984; Volgy and Schwarz 1984; Silver, Anderson, and Abramson 1986; Belli, Traugott, and Beckmann 2001), but Nielsen does not publish audience ratings by political interest or education, so it remains unknown if these respondents also overstate news exposure more than others. In the absence of more information about respondents for whom we have behavioral data, effective corrections for overreporting are not feasible. This makes it even more important to understand why some people overstate their news exposure. The most prominent explanation for turnout overreporting is social desirability bias (Presser 1990; Belli et al. 1999; Bernstein, Chadha, and Montjoy 2001; Holbrook and Krosnick 2005). In a separate study (Prior, forthcoming), I found no evidence that social desirability also inflates self-reports of news exposure. Instead, errors appear to occur at the estimation stage as respondents cannot recall all instances of news exposure and use estimation rules with an upward bias (such as, “I find politics interesting, so I must watch news more often than I can remember right now.”)

Scholars would do well to assess media effects with research designs that do not rely on self-reported exposure at all. Perhaps the most widely accepted alternative is to move from exposure to message reception (measured by general “political awareness”) as the key independent variable (Zaller 1992; Price and
Zaller 1993). Although an important innovation in the study of media effects, this approach does not help us study the effects of exposure. Price and Zaller (1993, p. 135) themselves do not view political awareness as a measure of media exposure, but as a summary of “being exposed to a news story, attending to it, comprehending it, and remembering it.” In fact, respondents could have been exposed to the story through interpersonal channels, not the mass media. Zaller (1996) acknowledges that political awareness “can be used to measure media exposure only to the extent that all media function as ‘common carriers’ of roughly the same information.” This assumption is increasingly implausible (see, e.g., Prior 2007).

Other methods to study media effects do not use survey measures at all. One of the justifications for both laboratory and field experiments in political science is precisely a concern about the validity of self-reports. Cross-sectional or temporal variation in advertising volume and content can be exploited to study media effects without reliance on self-reports. Likewise, the effect of media coverage can be studied by drawing on variation in newspaper content. In other research areas, where alternative designs are not readily available, the inability to accurately measure news exposure in surveys is more damaging. Nothing, however, could be as damaging as a research approach that rests entirely on a variable that stubbornly defies validation.

Appendix: Nielsen’s Measures of the Network News Audience

In this appendix, I calculate both an upper bound and a lower bound for the estimated size of the network news audience according to Nielsen data. The upper bound estimate (based on separate total weekday audience estimates for the three network newscasts) exceeds the average audience calculation presented here by less than 5 million viewers. The lower bound (based on average audiences for the seven-day week) is about 5 million viewers below the average weekday audience. The two biases thus roughly neutralize each other.

The average weekday audience for the ABC, CBS, and NBC evening newscasts, the measure used in figures 1 and 2, differs in two respects from the measure implied by the NAES survey questions. First, the measure represents the average per-minute audience for the three newscasts, thus counting viewers in proportion to the portion of the newscast they watched. The survey question asks how many days the respondents watched the newscast and thus includes even professed viewers who did not watch an entire newscast at full weight. The precise equivalent to the survey estimate is the total audience for the three network newscasts, which is not available to me. However, at the household level, I can compare the average audience to the sum of the total audiences for each of the three newscasts. This measure overstates the size of the news
Figure A1. Alternative Nielsen Measures of the Network News Audience. (Top) Total versus Average Household Audience. (Bottom) Weekday versus Seven-Day Average Audience.

audience because it counts households more than once if they watch portions of more than one newscast on the same day. Because of this potential double and triple counting, the sum of total audiences provides an upper bound of the total audience. The top panel in figure A1 compares it to the average (household) audience. The graph shows that the sum of total audiences is consistently higher than the average audience, but that the difference is relatively small. On average, the upper bound exceeds the average audience by about 3.9 rating points (or just under 20 percent). The equivalent difference among viewers should be smaller because different household members may have watched
different newscasts (which would not affect the average household audience, but would be picked up by the average person audience). Even under the worst-case assumptions—using the sum of the three total audiences and making no adjustments for the difference between household- and viewer-level estimates—the upper bound implies only an additional 5 million viewers, clearly not enough to change the interpretation of figure 1. The overreport factor is still 2.7 for the upper bound estimate, compared to 3.2 for my best estimate.

Whereas the difference between total and average audience leads to a modest underestimate in the Nielsen estimates in figure 1, the exclusion of weekends actually inflates the estimates. As the bottom graph in figure A1 shows, the audience estimates for Monday through Sunday are about 18 percent lower than the weekday estimates, a difference of roughly 5 million viewers. (For this comparison, I did obtain person-level data, but only in monthly aggregation.) The overestimate due to using weekday estimates in figure 1 thus more or less cancels the underestimate due to using average rather than total audience numbers. If anything, the bias arising from excluding weekends is larger, thus making the estimated average overreporting factor of 3 a conservative estimate.
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